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嶺東科技大學附設進修學院九十六學年度招生考試試題 

英文  
注意： 
1. 本試題計 50題，每題 2分，共 100分。 
2. 請選擇一個最適當答案，以 2B鉛筆依次劃在答案卡上。 
3. 答錯者，不倒扣；未答者，0分。 
4. 有關數值計算題目，以最接近答案為準。 
 

I. 閱讀測驗: 請根據短文內容選出正確答案，單選題，每題兩分。 (10%) 

 

More than 6.4 billion people live on our planet, over one billion—more than 1 out of 6—live in extreme poverty. Extreme 
poverty is defined as living on less than 1 US dollar per day. In 2000, approximately 2.7 billion people were living on less than 2 
dollars a day. (Source: World Bank) 

In general, poverty is decreasing. Between 1960 and 2000, life expectancy in developing countries increased by almost 20 
years, from 46 to 63 years old. Life expectancy only increases when poverty decreases. Some developing countries such as 
Thailand and India have economies that are improving and are becoming stronger and stronger every year. However, you might be 
surprised to learn that there is more child poverty in the USA than in any other industrialized country. 

For other countries, especially in sub-Saharan countries, poverty is still a serous, daily danger. There, hope for the future has 
been decreasing. In that part of Africa, 46 million children could not go to school in 2004. And still, all over the world, 852 million 
people out of 6.4 billion go to bed hungry every night. That’s a ratio of 1:7.5! It’s more than the population of the USA, Canada 
and the European Union put together. Today, 1 in nearly 7 people do not get enough food needed to be healthy and lead an active 
life. Therefore, together hunger and malnutrition are the number one risk to worldwide health—greater than AIDS, malaria, and 
tuberculosis combined.  

 
____ 1. In Paragraph 1, 6.4 billion means  

A. 6,400,000   B. 640,000,000  C. 64,000,000  D. 60,400,000   E. 6,400,000,000 
____ 2. Life expectancy means 

A. how many persons survive  B. how long a person lives  C. how much a person can expect 
D. how many persons can be expected to live  E. how a person can live without expectations 

____ 3. Based on Paragraph 2, the relationship between poverty and life expectancy is 
 A. complimentary  B. opposite   C. promising  D. supportive  E. confusing 
____ 4. In Paragraph 3, what does the ratio of 1:7.5 stand for?  

A. It indicates the numbers of students in America and Africa who could not go to school in 2004. 
B. It is the number of students who went to bed hungry every night in 2000 and 2004. 
C. It is the number which displays the proportional relationship between people who go to bed hungry and the total population 

of the world.  
D. It is the number which shows the comparison between children who couldn’t go to school and go to bed hungry.  
E. It is the difference between students who couldn’t go to school and who go to bed hungry 

____ 5. Based on Paragraph 3, choose the correct statement below. 
A. There are fewer people suffering from AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis than from insufficient food and nutrition. 
B. There are more people from North America and European Union suffering from AIDS than hunger. 
C. The number of victims from AIDS, malaria, and tuberculosis are the same as the total population of North America and the 

European Union. 
D. There is no such a problem of insufficient food in the USA and Canada.  
E. There is no statistics shown in paragraph 3.  
 
 

II. 文法選擇：單選題，每題兩分。(24%) 

____6. When I turned on the stereo yesterday, I ______ a song that was popular when I was young. .   
A. hear   B. have been hearing  C. heard    D. will hear   E. have heard   

____ 7. Captain: “Ladies and gentlemen, we _____ in a minute. Please make sure your seat belt is fastened” 
A. are taking on B. are about to take up C. take on   D. are taking up  E. are taking off 

____ 8. By the time we got to the theater the movie_____ already. 
 A. has started   B. have started   C. had started   D. were started  E. was to start 
____ 9. After I had bought an airplane ticket, my friend Dennis found one with ____ price.  
 A. a good   B. a better    C. a best    D. much better   E. a much better  
____ 10. In the west downtown area of the city, there are _____ 20,000 people per square kilometer. 
 A. as many as  B. many    C. as much as   D. much    E. as dense as 
____ 11. Taipei 101, ____ is currently the tallest building in the world, is the landmark of Taipei City. 
 A. that   B. which    C. where    D. it     E. this 
____ 12. _____ you eat too much salt, then you will get thirsty. 
 A Even though  B. Because     C. Since    D. If     E. As long as 
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____ 13. ____ good health habits while you are young can help you when you are older. 
 A. Develop  B. Development  C. Developing   D. Developed   E. Develops 
____ 14. In Korea, if you are going out, ____ one person will pay for everything. 
 A. it is likely that  B. they are likely  C. it likes    D. they like     E. it likes to 
____ 15. Most cultures have their own stories about ancient gods. The Greeks also have many rich stories _____ myths.  
 A. calling   B. are called   C. to call    D. called    E. which call 
____ 16. One third of time in our lives ____ on sleeping. 
 A. spends   B. is spent   C. spend    D. are spent   E. to be spent 
____ 17. Research shows that optimistic people are both healthier and happier than ____ have a negative attitude. 
 A. who   B. that    C. those    D. whom    E. those who 
 
 
III. 克漏字選擇：單選題，每題兩分。(46%) 

 

A. There is a (18) ____ “You are what you eat.” It means that if you put junk food into your body, then that is (19) ____ you will 
be: junk! Medical research (20) ____ in opinion about what kind of diet is best. (21) ____, it is generally agreed upon that we 
should eat plenty of fiber. We get fiber from fresh vegetables, apples, whole-grain breads and cereals. Another issue that is 
generally agreed upon is to reduce salt (22) ____. Too much salt can (23) ____ heart problems in the future. Fried foods as well as 
processed foods, such as white bread, candy, and potato chips should (24) _____ or, better yet, cut out from your diet. 
 
18. A. word   B. speak   C. speaking  D. sentence   E. saying 
19. A. that   B. what   C. which   D. who   E. those 
20. A. vary   B. very   C. varies   D. variety  E. varied 
21. A. Whatever  B. However  C. Moreover  D. Furthermore E. Therefore 
22. A. taking   B. input   C. eating   D. eat-in   E. intake 
23. A. lean   B. lead away  C. lead up to  D. lead to   E. lean on 
24. A. be limited  B. delete   C. limit   D. be deleted  E. minimize 
 
B. Vancouver is such a great place to live, and of course many people want to live there. (25) ___, prices are expensive, especially 
for housing. (26) _____, Canadian taxes are very high, so to live in Vancouver, you have to pay provincial and federal government 
(27) ____ taxes totaling 14% every time you buy something. We can easily see that Vancouver is not an (28) ____ place to live in. 
Vancouver also has traffic jams. It has a (29) ____ crime than other Canadian cities, (30) ____ recently it has been decreasing. The 
city is noted for its relaxed marijuana laws, but the police (31) ____ to crack down on the growers. All in all, living in Vancouver 
really (32) ____ what you like. 
 
25. A. As a result  B. Finally  C. Fortunately  D. In other words  E. For example 
26. A. Thus   B. At last   C. In addition  D. Henceforth  E. Consequently 
27. A. selling   B. sailing   C. sale   D. sales   E. sells 
28. A. cheap   B. inexpensive  C. inconvenient D. indispensable E. quality 
29. A. high   B. the highest  C. very higher  D. much higher E. very much 
30. A. as     B. so   C. never   D. until   E. even though  
31. A. has   B. have   C. have begun  D. is beginning  E. had begun 
32. A. dependent  B. dependents  C. depend on  D. are dependent E. depends on 
 
C. Levi Strauss was born in Germany in 1829. When he was 18, he (33) ____ to America. He lived in New York for a few years, 
but then he (34) ____ San Francisco, California to do business. This was the time of the Gold Rush and thousands of men were 
coming to San Francisco (35) ___ for gold. He soon started a business with a tailor named Davis (36) ____ work pants (37) ____ 
especially for miners. The miners told them that their work pants were not strong enough to suit their difficult job. Their pants 
often ripped while they were working. To improve the special work pants, (38) ____ called jeans, Strauss and Davis chose a 
material called denim. Today, their (39) ____ company is still running strong with many new styles of jeans and other products. 
Even today, some people still think jeans are just work pants, but (40) ____ think they are fashionable. 
 
33. A. migrated  B. migrant  C. immigrated  D. immigrant  E. emigrant 
34. A. headed   B. was heading for C. heading to  D. was headed  E. headed for 
35. A. to dig   B. for finding  C. to find   D. for discovering E. to discover 
36. A. sold   B. selling   C. to sell   D. buying   E. purchase 
37. A. made   B. making  C. to make  D. producing  E. produced 
38. A. late   B. lately   C. latest   D. later   E. of late 
39. A. multi-million  B. multi-million dollars C. multi-million-dollars   D. multi-million-dollar  E. multi million dollars  
40. A. other   B. others   C. another  D. one another  E. the other 
 
IV 字彙解釋：單選題，每題兩分。(20%) 

 

41. A person has insomnia means he or she has problems in 
A. smelling    B. sleeping   C. eating    D. breathing   E. digesting 

42. A documentary is a film that reports about  
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A. a true event   B. an invented event C. a funny story  D. an animation  E. a hilarious incident 
43. There are impressive views of the ocean, the river and majestic mountains. Impressive means something that leaves us a ___ 

feeling.  
A. unpredictable  B. typical   C. ordinary    D. positive   E. negative 

44. The perspiration caused from exercise will help you to get rid of toxic metals. Your skin will also have a healthy glow. 
Perspiration means 
A. emotion   B. sweating  C. breathing    D. relaxation   E. perception 

45. Mary Quant, a world famous fashion designer, graduated from art school and opened up a trendy clothing boutique in London 
in 1955.    
A. out of date   B. obsolete  C. classical    D. standard   E. up to date 

46. Today, she is still a leader in the fashion and cosmetics business and her company continues to thrive.  
A. grow    B. stand   C. appreciate    D. depreciate   E. remain 

47. All around the world, strange things have been falling from the sky. Eyewitnesses have reported seeing fish and frog rainstorms. 
Eyewitnesses mean people who _____ something happen. 
A. write    B. create   C. invent     D. see    E. foresee 

48. The movie of the Chronicles of Narnia is an adventurous story about four British siblings during World War II. Siblings mean 
A. relatives   B. neighbors  C. classmates    D. peers    E. brothers and sisters 

49. Mr. Martin has two antique collector cars that have won prizes in various competitions. Antique means something  
A. modern   B. fashionable  C. old and valuable   D. extinct    E. fancy 

50. Due to a fatal car accident on College Avenue, motorists were advised to use Interstate 75 and Riverview Parkway as alternate 
routes. Alternate means something serves as  

A. an evaluator  B. an interchange C. a substitute    D. a monitor   E. a freeway 
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